
CineVocal - Audio 
Summaries of Your 
Favorite Movies
CineVocal is a revolutionary new project that delivers audio summaries of 

your favorite movies right to your phone or tablet. Say goodbye to boring 

and confusing plot recaps and hello to a seamless movie experience.

https://gamma.app


What is CineVocal?

Listen to summaries

CineVocal provides audio summaries of movies 

that are easy to follow and understand.

24/7 Access

You can access CineVocal anytime, anywhere 

through our website or mobile app.

https://gamma.app


How does CineVocal work?

Step 1

It downloads details about movie 

from Wikipedia and omdb api.

Step 2

It uses Cohere to create scripts as 

per the given movie details which 
include title, genre and plot of 

movie.

Step 3

Finally, eleven labs help to 

generate audio for the script 
which then can be listened by 

users.

https://gamma.app


The Benefits of Using CineVocal

1 Time-saving

CineVocal provides a summary of your 

favorite movies in just a few minutes, 
saving you hours of time watching the full 

movie.

2Accessibility

Listening to an audio summary is easier 
than reading a synopsis and makes movies 

accessible to the visually impaired.
3 Convenient

You can listen to a summary of a movie on 

the go, while driving, or while doing other 
activities.

https://gamma.app


The Impact of CineVocal on Accessibility

Visually Impaired
Audio summaries make movies 

more accessible to the visually 
impaired by providing a 

complete and concise summary 

of the plot.

Non-Native 
Speakers
CineVocal's audio summaries are 

an excellent learning tool for 
non-native speakers looking to 

improve their vocabulary and 

listening comprehension skills.

Busy People
When you don't have the time to 

sit down and watch a full movie, 
CineVocal summaries make it 

possible to keep up with the 

latest movie releases.

https://gamma.app


CineVocal's Target 
Audience

1 Movie Enthusiasts 
🎬

CineVocal summaries appeal 

to movie buffs who watch a 
lot of movies and want to 

stay up to date with new 

releases.

2 Busy Professionals 
🏢

CineVocal summaries are 

perfect for professionals 
who are always on the go 

and don't have the time to 

watch a full movie.

3 Visually Impaired Community 👓

CineVocal summaries make movies accessible to the visually 
impaired community, enabling them to enjoy audio descriptions of 

movies.

https://gamma.app


Future Plans for CineVocal

1

Expand Movie Library

We plan to expand our movie library to include a 
wider range of genres and movie release dates.

2

Increase Platform Compatibility

We plan to increase our platform compatibility to 
reach a wider audience, including smart home 

devices and in-car audio systems.

3

Multiple Languages

We plan to add multiple language support to 
enable non-native speakers to enjoy summaries 

in their preferred language.

https://gamma.app


Conclusion

Movies for Everyone

CineVocal represents a step 

forward in the democratization of 
movies by making them even 

more accessible to the people 
who love them.

Enjoy the Experience

Listen to a CineVocal summary and 

enjoy the experience of the 
movies without the hassle of 

watching a full-length feature.

CineVocal, Your New 
Movie Buddy

CineVocal is the perfect 
companion for movie lovers, busy 

professionals, and the visually 

impaired community, making 
movies more accessible and 

enjoyable for everyone.

https://gamma.app

